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ABSTRACT

A new technique is proposed that offers significant reduction
of multiple access interference (MAI) encountered in asyn-
chronous multicarrier code division multiple access (MC-CD
MA) detection. Using a dual frequency switching compo-
nent at the transmitter enables the removal of a portion of un-
wanted interference signals from the decision variable. Bit-
error rate (BER) comparisons are shown for the use of both
Gold and Walsh-Hadamard (WH) spreading sequences. The
proposed switching technique clearly outperforms the exist-
ing MC-CDMA technique, however, additional bandwidth is
required.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multicarrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA) [1]
has recently received a great deal of attention, investigating
its potential benefits over the direct-sequence CDMA (DS-
CDMA) technique featuring prodominantly in third gener-
ation (3G) cellular technologies such as UMTS, W-CDMA
and cdma2000. Over asynchronous channels, where multi-
ple access interference (MAI) is significantly degrading, the
use of MC-CDMA has been demonstrated to outperform the
single carrier DS-CDMA technique [2][3][4]. The multicar-
rier modulation format of the MC-CDMA technique allows
the number of subcarriers to be designed such that each sub-
channel is subject to frequency nonselective fading [3] and
furthermore, the insertion of a cyclic prefix has been shown
to mitigate intersymbol interference in the presence of mul-
tipath [5]. MAI remains a destructive presence and a major
limitation in CDMA detection and here we propose a dual fre-
quency switching technique that reduces the amount of MAI
incurred during asynchronous transmission.

The proposed scheme is named dual frequency MC-CDMA
(DF/MC-CDMA) and involves periodic switching of the car-
rier frequency between two selected frequencies, which in-
duces a Doppler separation between a portion of the unwanted
MAI and the desired data. Such Doppler separation alleviates

the decision variable of the MAI emanating from lagging data
symbols in a symbol-by-symbol recovery method.

This paper is organized as follows: section � details the
considered cellular scenario, specifying the asynchronous chan-
nel model. The signal models of the existing MC-CDMA
and proposed DF/MC-CDMA systems are established in sec-
tions � and � respectively. In these sections the MAI is for-
mulated and the partial reduction of MAI achieved by the
DF/MC-CDMA technique is deduced in section � . Section �
defines the bit-error rate (BER) performance metric and sim-
ulation results are given in section � showing a comparison
between the MC-CDMA and DF/MC-CDMA performances
for the use of both Gold and Walsh Hadamard (WH) codes.
Finally, section � concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A single cell consisting of K users �	��
��������������� transmit-
ting asynchronously over the uplink channel is considered.
The ����� data symbol of user � is denoted as ��� � for which all
data is BPSK modulated and �!� �!� " such that #%$'&(��� �)
*+�-,.
#%$/&0�1� �)
2��,3
546�7� . The spreading factor of each code is
given as 89
;:=<?>0:=@ where :A< and :=@ denote the symbol
and chip durations respectively. The data stream and assigned
spreading code of the �B��� user are respectively expressed as� � �C���D
 EF��GIH E � �?�KJ1LNMPO �	�Q*���: < � (1)

and R �S�T���U
WVFX G)Y R � X J1L M0ZQ�C�)*\[K:=@)]^:K@�� (2)

where

R � X is the [K��� chip of the �_��� code andLNM �T���D
a` ���b4dce�/fg:46� elsewhere (3)

is the rectangular pulse shaping waveform.



We consider an asynchronous slow varying Rayleigh fad-
ing uplink channel in which h � denotes the timing offset of the�B��� user. We model the channel attenuation experienced by
the [K��� subchannel of the �B��� user as a zero-mean Gaussian
random variable iK� XSj?k_l ��monI� X � for which iN� X is Rayleigh
distributed with prq7iAs� X_t 
u� and nI� X is equally distributed
over the interval q 4v�Q�-wAx . Moreover, we consider slow vary-
ing Rayleigh fading and hence we assume the gain is constant
over two symbol durations, �P: < .

The timing offset of each user is assumed to be distributed
over one symbol duration, : < , with equal probability. Timing
offsets are quantized to integer multiples of the chip duration,:=@ , making h(�zye{ 4v���C8|*e�(�B:=@~} . Note that timing offsets h(�
account for the propagation delay and the timing misalign-
ment amongst users. All timing offsets are made with respect
to the reference user, denoted as user � , for which h0�e
54
and for simplicity purposes, all interferers are temporally off-
set such that h �\� 4 , �K� . This offset condition of the asyn-
chronous channel is depicted in Fig. � .

We assume perfect power control at the base station and
the signal power of each user is normalized to unity in both
systems. Moreover, the assumption of perfect carrier and
symbol recovery is made for both the MC-CDMA and DF/MC-
CDMA systems.

3. EXISTING MC-CDMA DETECTION

The transmitted MC-CDMA signal of the �_��� user, ignoring
any random phase offset, is expressed as�(� @� �C���D
 VFX G)Y �?�S�T��� R � XSj?k_l ��m�� X ��� (4)

where � � �T��� is defined in ���(� and � X 
�� @ ] s�� XM O is the [K���
subcarrier frequency, neighbouring subcarriers being orthog-
onal and separated by ���2
 s��M0O . The MC-CDMA received
signal at the base station is written as [4]

$��T���D
��F� G)Y VFX G)Y i � X � � �C�)*\h � � R � X j?k_l ��m.{ � X �Q*3� � ]�n � X }��
(5)

where � � 
�� X h � and n � X is the phase offset experienced
over the [K��� subcarrier of user � . Following subcarrier de-
modulation and despreading, the matched filter output of the
MC-CDMA system is given as [6]�_� @�(� 
 �: <S��� ���)Y��CMPO��M O $��T��� VFX-� G)Y6� � X � R � X �J j1k_l ��*Um�{ � X � �A]^n�� X � }T�6"�� (6)

where � � X � is dependent on the combining strategy used. Ap-
plying equal gain combining (EGC) [7], making � � X � 
�� ,
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Fig. 1. Misalignment of Data Symbols Due to Asynchronous
Channel

the matched filter output in �	��� becomes [6]�B� @��� 
 �: <���� ���)Y��TM O��MPO $S�T����VFX � G)Y R � X �J j?k_l ��*Um�{ � X � �K]�n � X � }��6"�� (7)
 �:=< � � ���)Y��TMPO��MPO �F� G)Y VFX G)Y VFX-� GQY i � X � � �T�Q*�h � �J R � X R � X �0j?k_l ��m.{�&1� X * � X � ,=��*\¡ � X-X � }T�_"�� (8)

where ¡(� X-X � 
2*¢�N�=]£n�� X *dn�� X � . Due to the symbol bound-
ary misalignments caused by h0� , the matched filter output is
conditioned on �1� � as well as the previous lagging symbol� � � �CHKY�� of each interfering signal, which is expressed as [4]�B� @��� 
 �: < �F� G)Y VFX G)Y VFX � G)Y i � X R � X R � X � j?k_l ��m�¡ � X-X � �

J ¤ � � � �CHKY�� �
��MPO��A¥�¦��M0O j?k_l ��m�&1� X *�� X � ,=���_"��

] �?� � ��� ���)Y��TMPO��M O �=¥ ¦ j?k_l ��m�&�� X * � X � ,A���_"��¨§ (9)

This expression in �	©�� is simplified as�B� @��� 
 �: < �F� G)Y�ª � � � �CHKY��~« � �.�Th����=]��1� �v¬« � �.�Th��-�~ (10)

where the partial spectral correlation functions [8], « � � �Ch � �
and ¬« � � �Th � � , are given by

« � �¢�Ch��-��
 VFX G)Y VFX � G)Y i®� X R � X R � X � j?k_l ��m�¡(� X-X � �
� ¥ ¦¯ j1kBl ��m�&1� X * � X � ,=���_"�� (11)



¬« � �.�Th��-�°
 VFX G)Y VFX � GQY i®� X R � X R � X � j1k_l ��m�¡�� X-X � �
� M0O¥�¦ j1k_l ��m�&?� X *�� X � ,=���v"�� (12)

The decision variable in ����4o� can finally be expressed as�_� @�(� 
±i � � �(� VFX G)Y R s� X ] �F��²G=��³ � @� �(� (13)

where

³ � @� �(� 
 �: < ª � � � �CHKY���« � �¢�Ch��-�A]g�?� �6¬« � �¢�Ch��-�� (14)

is the MAI incurred by user � from user � in the recovery of� �(� .
4. PROPOSED DF/MC-CDMA DETECTION

Excluding channel fading, the distinguishing attribute sepa-
rating the desired information signal from the multiple in-
terference signals is the absence of timing misalignment be-
tween the desired symbols and the detection interval �¨: < c�´cµ�C�K]±�0�o: < . To exploit this condition, a controlled fre-
quency separation is inserted between consecutive symbols
of each transmission signal � � �	��� . Such frequency separation
is facilitated by a periodic switching component at the trans-
mitter which is driven by a fixed switching pattern common to
all � users in the considered system. This switching pattern
periodically shifts the already modulated MC-CDMA signals
between two selected frequency bands.

The time-variant switching pattern, denoted by �U¶D�	��� , of
period : < is represented by��¶/�T���D
±� �¶ �·��: < cg�'c��T�=]±�0�o: < (15)

where � �¶ y¹¸P� Y¶ �~�Us¶_º denotes the switching frequency that
alternates every : < such that � �¶»
µ� � ��¼QY~�¶ . Applying this
switching component to the previously defined MC-CDMA
format yields the transmitted DF/MC-CDMA signal of the�B��� user (depicted in Fig. � ), expressed as� ¶¾½� �C���D
¿VFX G)Y � � �C��� R � X j1kBl ��m�&1� X ]3�I¶D�C��� ,=��� (16)

which is of similar format to frequency hopping modulated
signals as in [9]. Choosing the switching period as :Q< en-
ables one frequency shift every symbol duration making � �¶
the switching frequency constant over the ����� symbol and all
frequency switching is assumed time-synchronous with the
symbol boundaries.
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Fig. 2. DF/MC-CDMA Transmission Signal � ¶�½� �T���
The asynchronous DF/MC-CDMA received signal at the

base station is written as$S�C���°
 �F�?G)Y VFX G)Y i � X � � �T�Q*\h � � R � XJ j1k_l ��m.{�&?� X ]3� ¶ �T��*\h��-� ,I&��Q*�h��B,']^nI� X }��
(17)

For the detection of � �(� , the signal received at the BS is first
deswitched by the appropriate frequency, � �¶ , corresponding
to the detection interval ��:A<�ce�'c��C�N]À�(�B:=< , by j?k_lzÁ *Um�� �¶ � x .
Subcarrier demodulation and despreading follows through the
application of

R � X-�0j?k_l �~*Um�� X-� ��� for [AÂ�
u���1�1���?��8 . At this
stage of the detection process we are dealing with baseband
signal components (following the deswitching and subcarrier
demodulation operations). Here a low-pass filter is applied to
retain the signal components associated with � �¶ and remove
those associated with � � �TH=Y~�¶ . The output of the matched filter
is then expressed as� ¶¾½�(� 
 �:=< � � ���)Y��CMPO��M O $S�C���2VFX-� G)Y � � X � R � X �J j1kBlzÁ *UmzqT¸�� X � ]3� �¶ º �K]�n�� X � t x "�� (18)

Employing EGC such that � � X � 
a� and substituting the
received signal in ���0�-� into �~��Ão� yields� ¶¾½��� 
 �: <��±� ���)Y~�	MPO��M O �F� G)Y VFX G)Y VFX � G)Y i � X � � �C��*�h � �R � X R � X � j1kBl£Ä m q�¸ � X * � X � ]3�I¶U�C�)*\h � �Q*�� �¶ º �* &1� ¶ �T��*\h��-�A]Å� X ,=h���]�nI� X *\n�� X � t?Æ "�� (19)



Expanding this expression into distinct symbol components
yields
 �: < �F� G)Y VFX G)Y VFX � GQY i � X R � X R � X �¤ � � � �CHKY�� �

��MPO~�=¥�¦��MPO j1kBl Ä m ª &1� X *�� X � ]gÇ � ,=�]+È � �TH=Y~�� X-X �  Æ "��] � � � � � ���)Y~�CM0O��MPO~�=¥�¦ j1k_l Á m q &1� X *�� X � ,=�K]eÈ �� X-X � t x "��¨§
(20)

where È � � X-X-� 
�*^¸-� X ]3� �¶�º h � ]Én � X *�n � X � and Ç � 
� � �TH=Y~�¶ *�� �¶ . Separating the expression in �¨�-4�� into the desired
information and MAI components gives, leaves� ¶¾½�(� 
À� ��� VFX G)Y i � X R s� X ] �F��²GA�)³ ¶¾½� �(� (21)

which comprises of the desired information component and a
sum of MAI contributions from the �5*À� interfering users.
The MAI contribution from a single interferer consists of two
components such that³ ¶¾½� �(� 
ËÊ³ ¶�½� �(� ]W¬³ ¶¾½� ��� (22)

where Ê³ ¶¾½� �(� and ¬³ ¶�½� �(� are the MAI components over the tem-
poral intervals ��: < cb�Ìc5�¨: < ]�h � and ��: < ]Éh � cb�Ìc�T�K]±�0�B:=< respectively. The first MAI component is expressed
as Ê³ ¶¾½�?��� 
 �:=< � ��M O �=¥ ¦��MPO VFX GQY VFX � G)Y i � X � � � �TH=Y~�

R � X R � X �J j?k_l Ä m ª &�� X * � X � ]�Ç-�~,=�A]eÈ � �TH=Y~�� X-X �  Æ "��
(23)

and represents the MAI incurred over the interval ��:)<%cÉ�¢c��:K<�]�h�� . It is seen that all interfering signal components are
successfully removed by the low-pass filter due to the pres-
ence of Ç-� over the interval ��:A<Íc2�%cÉ��:=<D]eh��d�¨�-�o� . It can
therefore be written thatÊ³ ¶�½� �(� 
À49�K� »
À� iff Ç ��� 8:=< (24)

and it follows that no MAI is incurred over this portion of the
symbol detection interval.

The second MAI component (representing MAI incurred
over the detection interval �¨:A<D]gh(�Îc��ÏcÐ�T�=]À�(�o:=< ) is not
a function of the Doppler offset Ç-� and is expressed as¬³ ¶¾½� �(� 
 �: <��±� ���QY~�TM O��MPO��=¥�¦ VFX GQY VFX � G)Y iN� X �?�?� R � X R � X �J j1k_l Á m q &1� X *�� X � ,)�K]eÈ �� X-X � t x="�� (25)

or alternatively as¬³ ¶¾½� �(� 
 � � �:=< ¬« � � �Th � � j?k_l Á *Um�� �¶ h ��x (26)

where ¬« � �¢�Ch���� was defined in �~�0��� .
5. PERFORMANCE

To assess the benefits of the proposed DF technique it is desir-
able to compare the BER performance against that of the ex-
isting DS-CDMA technique. With all MAI being zero-mean,
the total MAI power inflicted by each interferer during de-
tection is ³ s� �(� . For a given offset, the MAI power can take
different values depending on � � � �TH=Y~� and � �?� and therefore
we consider the conditional MAI power in our system per-
formance analysis which is the conditional expectation of the
MAI power for a given offset value, defined asÑ s� �	h �U
W�F��²G=� p ª ³ s� ��� Ä i � ��� � � �!� � � �CHKY�� ��h � Æ�Ò h �  (27)

where p�{ Ó Ò ��} denotes the expectation of Ó given � , i � 
q i �1Y ���1�bi � V t and h denotes the vector of offsets defin-
ing the asynchronous channel for which h � 
À4A�Nh . In the ab-
sence of additive noise, the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR)
is given by Ô 
�Õ iÖ�Ñ �)× s

(28)

and the resulting probability of error for BPSK modulated
data is given by [10]#�Ø�
ÀÙ���Ú Ô �D
ÉÙ Õ i �Ñ �=× (29)

where Ù����N�U
 � E� �Ú �Pw j?k_l Õ=* �~s� × "�� (30)

is the complementary Gaussian cumulative distribution func-
tion.

6. SIMULATIONS

Monte Carlo simulations were performed to verify the MAI
reduction capability of the proposed DF/MC-CDMA tech-
nique. The MAI reduction achieved by the proposed method
can be experienced using any set of spreading sequences, how-
ever, only the results for the use of Gold and WH codes are
presented here. Both the MC-CDMA and DF/MC-CDMA
systems considered were simulated, running ��4v��4�4�4 realiza-
tions and randomly generating a different offset vector h in
each realization. To ensure a fair performance comparison,
the same channel and offset vector were applied in each sys-
tem. The bandwidth expansion in the proposed DF/MC-CDMA
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À�-�
is minimized by taking the separation between the dual fre-
quencies as 8z>P: < .

To demonstrate the reduction of MAI incurred by the ref-
erence user, the observed total MAI power, Ñ s� , was recorded
for each realization and the corresponding histograms are dis-
played in Figs. � and � for a �b
Û�-� loaded system using Gold
codes of 8·
���� amd WH codes of 8Ü
b�-� respectively.
These histograms are successfully fitted by the Nakagami-
m distribution [11] as shown by the smooth curves in Figs. �
and � ; the details of this fitting form the topic of a previous
study [12]. It can be seen that these histograms follow the
Nakagami-m power distribution given by [12]Ý Á Ñ s� x 
 ÕDÞ ß × � Á Ñ s� x � HKYà � Þ �âá � Ý Õ * Þ Ñ s�ß × (31)
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Û�-�
where Þ 
�p q Ñ s� t s > var Á Ñ s� x , ß 
�p q Ñ s� t and

à � Þ � is the
Gamma function given byà � Þ �D
 � E¯ � � HKY á � Ý ��*��®�6"�� (32)

As is evident from these histograms, the DF/MC-CDMA scheme
offers significant MAI reduction and the range of total MAI
power values is considerably lower than those of the MC-
CDMA scheme.

Figure � shows the BER performance for an increasing
number of interferers, of both systems for the use of Gold
codes of 89
;��� while Fig. � illustrates the correspond-
ing BER performance using WH codes of 8·
b�-� . It can
clearly be observed in both figures that the proposed dual fre-
quency technique offers an improved BER performance as a



result of the partial MAI reduction. The major drawback of
this reduction technique however, is the bandwidth increase
associated with the addition of the dual frequency switch-
ing component. From a design point of view, a decision on
whether additional bandwidth is expendable to achieve more
attractive BERs needs to be made when considering the pro-
posed dual frequency system described here; with Ç��Q
À8z>0:=<
the bandwidth is increased to approximately twice that of the
MC-CDMA system.

7. CONCLUSION

A method for the partial reduction of MAI incurred by an
MC-CDMA system over an asynchronous Rayleigh fading
channel has been proposed. Applying a periodic switching
component to the MC-CDMA technique shifts a portion of
the unwanted interference signals to an alternative frequency
band. The proposed DF/MC-CDMA technique offers an im-
proved BER performance over its MC-CDMA counterpart,
however, this improvement comes at the cost of bandwidth
sacrifice.
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